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They headed into a bay full of yacht because one of the survivors owns a key

of his yacht in that bay. It wasn't easy to get in there because you cannot 

almost cross the roads near the mall because all zombies are around the 

buses. They have lost a lot of people. They were able to get into the bay but 

only four made it. They sailed until they reached an island. They were 

attacked by another bunch of zombies and all of them died. Mr.. Bean won a 

prize in a raffle. It was a trip too beach in France with some pocketmoneyand

a video camera. 

He started the trip on a train station and all his misfortunes have started. He 

lost his money, passport and his luggage. He caught himself with Stephan, 

Email's son who is a movie critic in Cannes Film Festival, leaving the train 

unintentionally. A lot of misfortunes happened to Bean until he was helped 

by Sabine, an actress in a movie that will premiere in Cannes. They get into 

the event and Bean, together with Stephan, disguised to get inside the 

building. The movie seems to be boring so Bean used his video camera to 

replace the movie with his own video along his trip. 

The audience were entertained but the director was poised so he, together 

with the guards, chased Bean but wasn't able to get him. Bean 

unintentionally went in front of the stage and he was applauded together 

with the director, taking the advantage because they loved the director's 

film. Bean went outside and was finally able to get to his destination, French 

Riviera. HOSTEL PART Ill Carter decided to have a bachelor's party for Scott 

in Lass Vegas. They met their other friend in there together with the girls 

Carter paid for Scott. 
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They got drunk and he next day, one of their friends is lost together with 

Nikkei, one of the girls that they were with last night. They investigated and 

went to the places where they possibly are. They saw Kinder, Nick's friend, 

and told them that her friend is missing. They didn't know that they are dead

already because of the secret organization for gambling by using human as 

their medium for betting by killing them. Coot's friends were caught and 

Carter revealed he was a member of the secret organization. 

Scott was strapped on a chair and Carter enters the " arena" in front of the 

other members f the organization and there Carter revealed that he wants 

Coot's girlfriend. They fought and Scott escaped causing a panic all over the 

building. Carter was able to escape with a car, leaving Scott in the compound

behind the locked gate and the building exploded. Carter went to Coot's 

girlfriend and said he was sad for Coot's death. She told Carter that Scott is 

not yet dead and then Scott appeared and killed Carter in the garage? 

Nick decided to have a new house for hisfamilyspecifically for his pregnant 

wife. They bought the house from Chuck and there Nick hired the guy to fix 

the house because they found molds in the house. Instead of getting it 

repaired, Chuck destroyed the house and Nick got angry and fired Chuck. He 

decided to fix the house on his own but it wasn't easy for him. At the same 

time, his family was a bit angry to him because of the misery they had. Nick 

apologized to Chuck and hired him again. This time, Chuck really fixed the 

house. He helped Nicks wife when she was laboring. 

After six months, Nick launches his magazine in front of his beautiful house 

and they ad a party afterwards. UNIVERSAL SOLDIER Devoured and Coot's 
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corpses were used for the " Universal Soldier" program to develop a perfect 

soldier for combat. They were first tested in a hostage taking in a nearby 

dam. Veronica, a former reporter, wants to know about the program's secret 

to get her Job back. She was able to get inside the compound where the 

soldiers are and discovered that they were some sort of a robot. She was 

caught by Scott but he was helped by Devoured to escape. Scott chased the 

two to kill them accompanied by his fellow Unison's. 

Coot's group was killed but he's still determined to kill them. They had a car 

chase. Coot's truck fell into the cliff. Devoured get his memory back and 

returned home with Veronica. Scott gets into the house and fought 

Devoured. He can't do anything because Scott was overpowering him but 

was able to fight back because he used the muscle enhancer that he stole 

from Scott. He killed Scott and was able to save his parents and Veronica. 
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